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Glass cleaning concentrate  

 

RM 724 
Glass cleaner 

Properties: 

* powerful glass cleaner on alcohol basis 
* enables a cleaning without stripes 
* good moistening properties 
* removes stubborn soiling like grease film, insects, skin grease, emissions etc. 
* pH-value approx.10 in concentrate  
* blue, clear liquid with fresh odour  
 
Fields of application: 

* office area    * winter garden 
* hotels and restaurants  * glass area 
* shops    * mirror surfaces 
* window frames and windows sills 
 
Processing: 

  pre-dilution    dosage temperature 

* maintenance cleaning 1 + 19 (5%ig) pre dilution cold 

* basic cleaner ---                          pure cold 

 

Economy: 

* 1 liter RM 724 – at a ready to use solution of 5% is sufficient to clean a glass area of 
approx. 300 m² in case of light soiling. 

 

Handling: 

* put water and add the suitable quantity of RM 724 

Remarks:  

* Inflammable! 
* for manual use only 
* keep container airtight closed 
* store in a cold place 
* do not allow solutions to dry 
* do not apply on hot surfaces 
* do not use on alcohol sensitive surfaces 
* keep away from inflammable material- do not smoke 
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Attention: 

S 23  Do not breathe spray. 
S 51  Use only in well-ventilated areas 
 
 

Further information: 

* Material safety data sheet 
 

 
Process: 

Object: e.g. glass area with grease film/ dirt film 

equipment: window squeegee or window cloth for manual cleaning 

* prepare a 5% cleaning solution 
* apply cleaning solution with a window squeegee or a sponge regularly in overlapping lines 

on the surface. 
* finally dry with scraper or with an absorbing and non-fluffy cloth 
* remark: in case of stubborn soiling please remove the rough dirt with a scraper or blade. 

The apply RM 724 pure with aid of a spray head. 
 
 
Besides: 
Remark the new, various KÄRCHER program of manual cleaning equipment. 
Ask for our prospect and price list. 
* complete product- range from one hand! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RM 724 
Glass cleaner 

Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG 
Alfred-Kärcher-Str. 28-40 
D-71364 Winnenden 
Phone +49 (7195) 14-0 
Fax +49 (71 95) 14 - 2212 
http://www.karcher.com 
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